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As we settle into our ninth month of living with the impact of COVID-19 and restrictions on our daily 
activities continue to grow, you may be wondering, “Should I be getting a massage?” The fact is, there is 
no single answer that applies to every person. Certainly, those who are high risk or in close contact with 
those who are high risk have different considerations than a person in a lower risk category. If you are 
someone who has reaped the benefits of regular massage therapy before, now might be the perfect time 
to schedule that massage.

Safety

Although our health and safety protocols have always been 
exceptional at Balanced Massage, we have increased our 
cleaning protocols to exceed CDC and state guidelines for 
COVID-19. In addition to requiring masks at all times, we 
temperature check and health screen everyone who enters 
our building. We have germ-killing air purifiers in every 
room, completely disinfect and sanitize our linens, and use 
OSHA best practices to sanitize the restroom and all touched 
surfaces between clients. Our therapists are committed to 
keeping you safe during this time and are knowledgeable in 
safe practices to prevent disease transmission.

Proper mask-wearing by hands-on professionals and their 
clients has been shown to significantly reduce the risk of 
transmission of COVID-19. You may be familiar with the 
story of two hairstylists in Springfield, MO who contracted 
COVID-19 in May of this year. They saw 139 clients before 
testing positive. Because they were wearing masks, not 
one of their clients contracted the disease. According to 
the CDC, “...studies show that both surgical masks and homemade cloth face coverings can reduce the 
aerosolization of the virus into the air and onto surfaces.” At Balanced Massage, we wear masks to protect 
ourselves and you so can get the hands-on therapeutic care you need to stay well.

Stress

The stress that many of us feel on a regular basis has only been exacerbated by the 
pandemic. Stress is known to decrease our resistance to illness and lower immunity. 
Regular therapeutic massage increases immunity by decreasing stress and moving 
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our lymphatic fluids which can strengthen the immune system and protect us from illness. Massage 
has been found to alleviate pain and tension in the body which can be compounded by chronic stress. 
If you have chronic pain, inflammation, or injury that interferes with your daily life, massage can help. 
In addition to good nutrition, regular exercise, and consistent sleep, massage therapy can help support 
healthy immune function which we all need now more than ever. 

Social Distancing 

Limiting our social contacts and quarantining at home can cause anxiety and compromise good mental 
health. Massage helps your nervous system move out of “fight or flight” and into “rest and relaxation.” 
While our opportunities for social interaction may be severely limited it can be reassuring to get out of the 
house in a safe way and use good self-care to give yourself a boost.  Interacting with your massage therapist 
can be uplifting for those who crave connection or are extremely isolated. 

Although your health and safety are more important now than ever before, regular massage can be an 
important part of reducing stress and maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Let Balanced Massage become a vital 
part of your self-care. Please call us if you have questions about receiving a massage with us. Or, book an 
appointment and start feeling better today.
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